### TECHNICAL MEMO

| RE: Maintenance Instructions for **Performa™ Aquarock™** acoustic ceiling panels |
| From: CTC Technical Services | Phone: 800-233-8990 |
| Email: ceilingtechnicalservices@certainteed.com |

### Handling

Clean cotton gloves should be worn at all times, both during ceiling assembly and throughout all work in the suspended ceiling that may follow the actual installation. When the panels are removed they must be taken completely out of the grid and stored on a flat surface. The panels should be laid face to face to limit soiling and damage during any work session that requires access.

### Cleaning

Wipe surface of the panel using a clean, white cloth dampened with a water and mild liquid detergent solution (*such as Dawn Ultra® dish soap*). Do not moisten panel excessively. Never soak panels with water.

### Disinfecting

Panel disinfecting may be accomplished by the use of a colorless disinfectant solution in the manufacturer’s recommended dilution. Spray the selected disinfectant lightly on the panel surface and wipe with a clean, white cloth. Examples of acceptable colorless disinfectants are: hydrogen peroxide, isopropyl alcohol, quaternary ammonium and sodium hypochlorite.

If any portion of this information provokes a question please contact CertainTeed Ceilings Technical Services.
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